
What makes Learn Amp different?
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We do things differently 
A platform designed for L&D professionals by L&D experts
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Why we do things differently 

We designed our platform, services and pricing model to challenge 

our industry, to be both progressive and customer centric

We saw an industry failing to meet the needs of forward thinking 

organisations, so our mission was to deliver a solution that did

We aim to stay ahead of conventional thinking and be cutting edge 

in everything we do, as this is what our customers require

We set out to rip up the rule book and re-imagine an offering that 

would provide real impact and deliver business results

We believe the result is a solution full of differentiators which 

delivers our promise in making work life work better 



Learn Amp is a digital people development platform designed for and by L&D professionals.

We’ve developed the platform by listening carefully to the feedback from customers, 
partners and market analysts. This has resulted in us creating a highly agile platform which 
remains ahead of industry trends and futureproofs our advantage.

We’re proud of the collaborative and creative partnerships we build with customers and see 
them as critical to retaining their trust and engagement. We are always open to influence 
and feedback to ensure customers get the most out of their experience with us. 

OUR DEVELOPMENT APPROACH

Chief Product Officer
Matt Jeffries
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Packages that adapt to your growth 

Learn Connect Perform

Combine engaging LXP features with powerful 
advanced LMS tools

• Learner driven experience

• Additional roles such as 'Coach'
• User profiles showing activity

• Powerful automation tools
• 1000s of curated learning items to use

Social & community features to drive 
engagement across your organisation

• Check the pulse with polls

• Gather feedback with surveys
• Fully searchable, social profiles

• Discussions & Q&A on content
• Send in app messages and share content

Integrated learning, performance and career 
management

• Set OKRs across the whole organisation

• Align OKRs and visualise alignment
• Track progress through OKRs

• Set up performance reviews on a cycle
• Pull content & performance data into 

reviews
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Being customer centric
We make product and commercial decisions that focus on benefiting our 
customers and not just us.

We don’t force unnecessary services or fees on you for things we believe 
you should be able to do yourselves.

Activated users
We only charge you for the 
users you activate

Free Integrations
And you can set them up without 
us and whenever

Extras on us
No higher prices for managers, 
curators and super admins

Unlimited admins
Most providers charge you for 
customization and branding
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Results driven approach

+90%

#1

Customer retention in the last 3 years

At UK Employee Experience Awards for 
‘Best Use of Technology’ 2019

Top 2 Ranked global LXP by The Craig Weiss 
Group 2017 - 2020
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Platform USPs

Here are specific areas that our customers tell us they love about the 
platform and reason new customer choose to work with us
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Why customers choose us

Unified suite of LMS,LXP, Community and Performance 

Development tools

Control and flexibility in team and group structure

Decentralised approach to administration which drives higher 

organisational involvement and engagement

A holistic range of assessment tools demonstrating the impact on 

knowledge retention, skill improvement and increased individual 

and organisational performance
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Why customers choose us

Dynamic and personalised learning journeys and career pathways 

to meet the needs of the individual and organisation

On/off feature toggles and customisation tools to tailor the 

platform and meet the organisation where they are on their 

cultural and developmental journey 

An open approach (and APIs) to deeply integrate with an 

organisation’s wider technology ecosystem
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Content and integration eco-system

Udemy for Business

Go1 Marketplace

O’Reilly

Access Group / MicroLearn

MiCrow

Skillshub

Example content partners Example content tools

We have an extensive range of content creation and curation 
tools, making it easy to create, curate and share content through 
our platform.

Users can use the platform to create video, audio, and digital
content, and access expertly curated e-learning content.

We allow for user generated content and have a Google Chrome 
Plug in to easy bring in content from any website in one click.

We even provide a complimentary library of over 6000 expertly 
curated pieces of web content and a curation service for topical 
content and Learnlists.

In app video / audio recording

In app authoring tool

Anders Pink

Google Chrome Plug in

Elucidat

Knowbly
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Social learning

Like an internal LinkedIn, our community tools provide:

ü Social profiles including biographies, featured content, 

social interactions and expertise

ü Individual and group in-app messaging

ü A directory of employees

ü Searchable and open team and user profiles

ü User generated content and content shares for all users 

Other social learning tools include Q&A and discussion

features, an event tool, surveys, and much more
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A platform designed for impact - The Five I’s

• Record intros videos to 
inspire and engage

• Source web content or e-
learning providers to add 
context and credibility

• User generated content 
drives inspiring peer to 
peer learning 

Inspire Inform Improve Iterate Impact

• Use flipped learning 
where the learner does 
the work upfront

• Collaborate, coach and be 
creative once the 
information has been 
absorbed to best use time

• Create content in various 
learning styles to have the 
most impact

• Use the exercise tool to 
put learning into practice

• Use coaching tools to 
provide asynchronous 
feedback 

• Add automated feedback 
to quizzes and links back 
to content to improve 
learning outcomes 

• Track the impact of 
learning through our 
varied set of assessments

• Use skills tracking and 
surveys to monitor 
progress

• Use 1:1 and objectives 
tools to link learning and 
performance

• Use re-occurring events, 
tasks and surveys to keep 
re-enforcing learning

• See trends in quiz results 
to identify content and 
delivery improvements

• Use ratings and reviews to 
drive continuous 
improvement
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Wide range of assessment tools

Measurement, Tracking and Mapping

• Quizzes with advanced question types and automated feedback
• Exercises with uploads, self-record videos and written 

submissions for review and asynchronous coaching
• Scoring matrix and skills tracking aligned to competencies

Surveys and polls

• Spaced learning surveys and polls
• Observational surveys to feedback on others 

• Self reflection and engagement surveys 

Performance Development & Career Mapping

• Link learning and development to performance metrics through 
objectives and OKRs

• Advanced skills tracking, CPD and career mapping tools
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Admin experience matters…

1. Minimising the mundane

Extensive automations across dynamic groups, dynamic 

tasks, reoccurring events/surveys and a whole lot more

2. Best in breed admin UX

Superior intuitive interface for ease of use, improved 

experience and significant efficiency savings 

3. Data centric design

Full range of platform wide admin logs, customizable 

dashboards and filterable exception reports

4. Next level admin controls

Control things you wouldn’t expect to from integrations and 

design to communications and feature settings
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Professional Services

We offer a model of ‘Software with a service’

Consultancy and solution architecting across the whole 

product (platform, integrations, content, and advisory 

services) 

Expert implementation and coaching services from our 

Implementation Manager 

Dedicated Customer Success Managers

Partner services for instructional design, learning design, 

HR advisors and more



Making work life, work better

Request a demo on our website

www.learnamp.com

Want to transform your business into the type
of business that everyone wants to work for?


